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About This Content

With often varying conditions at each starting point (typically comprising of dry tarmac, wet tarmac, snow, and ice, sometimes
all in a single stage of the rally), The Monte Carlo Rally will challenge every aspect of your driving ability, and push your

driving skills to the limit.
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Marvelous and challenging.
Now, you can compare DR1 to DR2.0 and feel the differences.. Ice and snow on the track aren't just visual, it really is slippery
this time around. The track surfaces can not compare to Dirt Rally 1. The improvement is more than visual people!. Better
graphics than DR1, and the patches of snow on tarmac are actually effecting the car, but since the force feedback on tarmac is
still broken in DR2, there is no point in getting this. I got this with the season pass and tried it a bit with different cars, but it
feels better in DR1.

You might want to get it if you are using controller, and\/or don't have DR1. Spectacular! Improved from DiRT Rally 1 in every
way.

This track alone will ruin you for any other racing sim.

If you thought "can I skip this?", I have bad news for you: you really cannot. While many Codemasters F1 games feel like
annual patches for the full price, this Monte Carlo DLC feels and looks like a lot of work went into it. Due to the enhanced
driving physics and surfaces of DR2 it plays very differently to DR1. They could not have 'just ported' the 'old' MC stage into
DR2.

Whatever you think of their overall DLC policy, I find the price very acceptable. If you decide NOT to buy it, you will STILL
be able to PLAY, if you are joining your friends online, who own the stage. But, why on earth would you not buy it?!

10\/10

. Superb, the improvements made more than justify the cost to me - ice feels like twice the challenge it was in DR1, and that's
only increased by using the RGT class.

I only hope Codemasters feel free to give Finland the same treatment as this.. Automatic transmission doesn't work on snow and
ice atm.
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Automatic transmission doesn't work on snow and ice atm.. Ice and snow on the track aren't just visual, it really is slippery this
time around. The track surfaces can not compare to Dirt Rally 1. The improvement is more than visual people!. Just get DR,
better physics, better FFB.. Better graphics than DR1, and the patches of snow on tarmac are actually effecting the car, but since
the force feedback on tarmac is still broken in DR2, there is no point in getting this. I got this with the season pass and tried it a
bit with different cars, but it feels better in DR1.

You might want to get it if you are using controller, and\/or don't have DR1. Marvelous and challenging.
Now, you can compare DR1 to DR2.0 and feel the differences.. Superb, the improvements made more than justify the cost to
me - ice feels like twice the challenge it was in DR1, and that's only increased by using the RGT class.

I only hope Codemasters feel free to give Finland the same treatment as this.. Automatic transmission doesn't work on snow and
ice atm.. Spectacular! Improved from DiRT Rally 1 in every way.

This track alone will ruin you for any other racing sim.

If you thought "can I skip this?", I have bad news for you: you really cannot. While many Codemasters F1 games feel like
annual patches for the full price, this Monte Carlo DLC feels and looks like a lot of work went into it. Due to the enhanced
driving physics and surfaces of DR2 it plays very differently to DR1. They could not have 'just ported' the 'old' MC stage into
DR2.

Whatever you think of their overall DLC policy, I find the price very acceptable. If you decide NOT to buy it, you will STILL
be able to PLAY, if you are joining your friends online, who own the stage. But, why on earth would you not buy it?!
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